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Human Musculoskeletal and Energetic Adaptations
to Unilateral Robotic Knee Gait Assistance
Tomislav Bacek, Marta Moltedo, Ben Serrien, Kevin Langlois, Bram Vanderborght, Senior Member, IEEE,
Dirk Lefeber, Member, IEEE and Carlos Rodriguez-Guerrero

Abstract—Objective: This paper aims to analyse the human
musculoskeletal and energetic adaptation mechanisms when
physically interacting with a unilateral knee orthosis during
treadmill walking. Methods: Test subjects participated in two
walking trials, whereby the orthosis was controlled to deliver five
predefined torque profiles of different duration (as % of a gait
cycle). The adaptations to assistive torques of different duration
were analysed in terms of gait parameters, metabolic effort, and
muscle activity. Results: Orthotic assistance’s kinematic effects
remain local to the assisted leg and joint, unlike the muscles
spanning the knee joint, which engage in a balancing-out action
to retain stability. Duration of assistive torque significantly affects
only the timing of the knee joint’s peak flexion angle in the stance
phase, while the observed joint kinematics and muscle activity
demonstrate different recovery times upon changing robotic
support (washout effects). Conclusion: Human body adaptations
to external robotic knee joint assistance during walking take place
on multiple levels and to a different extent in a joint effort to
keep the gait stable. Significance: This paper provides important
insights into the human body’s multiple adaptation mechanisms
in the presence of external robotic assistance.
Index Terms—Assistive duration, Joint kinematics, Knee
orthosis, Metabolic cost, Muscle activity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ALKING is the most exercised daily activity. Over
time, walking converged to a certain intra- and interlimb coordination level and, despite inherent variability,
well-established patterns [1]. However, these patterns and
coordination are modified when human motion is affected
by, e.g., an interacting robot [2], [3], or neurological disorder
[4]. Therefore, understanding different adaptation mechanisms
humans use in such scenarios is crucial to minimise negative
effects. In this paper, we focus on physical human-robot
interaction (pHRI).
Walking adaptations happen on multiple levels and seem
to follow a hierarchy [5]. A widely accepted approach to
study these adaptations is to measure three aspects of walking:
gait parameters (joint kinematics and spatio-temporal gait
characteristics), muscle activity, and metabolic cost (MC) [6].
Given the intrinsic, albeit complex relationship between the
three metrics, it is of high interest to investigate how they
are affected (i) simultaneously and (ii) depending on the point
of interaction with a wearable robot (WR). The reason for
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this is a dependency of human musculoskeletal and energetic
adaptations during pHRI on robotic parameters (e.g., actuation
profile timing, assistance magnitude, and actuation system) [7],
study design [8], and assisted joint(s) [9].
Studies investigating simultaneous changes in all three
metrics in general, and during pHRI at the knee level in
particular, are missing in the literature. The adaptations in
healthy persons during pHRI while walking have been studied
in the case of the ankle [7], [10]–[15], hip [16], [17], and the
hip-ankle multi-joint configuration [18]–[20], but are missing
in the case of a knee joint. Those studies that do focus on
the knee joint do so by studying either one [21]–[25] or two
metrics [26]–[30], but never all three. This leaves gaps in
our understanding of how humans adapt as a whole when
interacting with an active knee orthosis, a scenario found in
different applications and environments [24], [28], [31].
For example, Shirota [2] showed that kinematic effects of
unilaterally wearing passive knee orthosis remain local to the
interaction leg but provided no insights into the accompanying
muscle activity changes. In studying the benefits of bilaterally
assisting the knee during loaded uphill walking, MacLean [24]
showed positive effects on the MC but provided no analysis
on how such interaction affected gait patterns. Other research
has shown that human kinematic and kinetic patterns remain
invariant to parallel stiffness applied bilaterally at the knee
joint level [25] but fell short of putting this into the perspective
of muscle activity. And while undeniably invaluable, the
results of such studies provide an incomplete picture of the
implications of pHRI at the knee level. Superimposing these
results, albeit tempting, should be taken with caution due to
multiple factors differing across studies that inevitably affect
study outcomes.
In that context, this work’s main contribution is the analysis
of the human musculoskeletal and energetic adaptations
while unilaterally assisting the knee during treadmill walking. The analysis presents the effects of such pHRI on all
three discussed metrics while answering two unanswered yet
relevant questions. On the one hand, it investigates whether the
locality of kinematic effects holds during unilateral interaction
with an active knee orthosis, extending the work of Shirota [2].
On the other hand, it examines the implications of changing the
assistive torque duration (as % of the gait cycle), which plays a
major role in assisting the hip and ankle joints [7]. To that end,
we hypothesised that (i) unilateral knee assistance would only
affect kinematics and muscle activity of the assisted leg, and
(ii) the human body would show different musculoskeletal and
energetic adaptations when changing assistive torque duration.
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II. M ETHODS
A. Knee joint orthosis
The knee joint orthosis used to assist the participants’ left
leg (hereafter: assisted leg) consists of an actuator, interface
(cuffs and frame), and connections between the two (Fig. 1).
The actuator’s defining features are a simple rotational joint
(viable choice for knee orthosis [25], [32]), anthropomorphic
shape designed to minimise potential negative effects of its
2.2 kg mass [33], and a spring in series with an EC motor to
deliver torque in the sagittal plane (see [34], [35] for detailed
actuator specifications and performance).
The interface is custom-designed using 3D leg scans [36]
and shaped to accommodate muscle activity electrodes. To
comfortably fit people of different leg sizes, a cuff basemodel was scaled and fitted with soft padding. In addition,
the actuator-interface fixation points (a keyed coupling with a
screw) allow relative motion between the actuator and cuffs.
Finally, the two shank cuffs are connected using a steel plate
(Fig. 1.a, 1.b) heat-treated to be stiff in the sagittal plane while
allowing some flexibility in the other two biological planes.
B. Control architecture
The control architecture consists of a low, middle, and
high-level layer. The high-level layer sets desired torque and
sends it as an input to the mid-level controller, which uses an
experimentally-based actuator model to convert this into the
desired motor position. A simple proportional gain is then used
to map this position into the desired motor velocity. The motor
is controlled at a low level using a controller provided by the
manufacturer. This cascaded controller allows reliable delivery
of any desired torque within the actuator’s hardware/software
limitations without measuring the torque [35].
The high-level controller assists the knee during the early
stance gait phase when step-to-step transitions occur [37].
The controller is based on a finite state machine (FSM)
with three states (Fig. 2): stance phase ST, swing phase
SW, and pre-stance (i.e., terminal swing) phase pre-ST. The
former two make the core of the controller. The latter was
added to avoid assistance initiation delays at the start of a
new gait cycle (triggered by the heel strike), which come
from inherent hardware/software delays and person-specific
stance flexion patterns [38]. Adding pre-ST phase circumvents
delays by anticipating the heel strike’s timing and starting the
assistance build-up at 95% of the current cycle’s expected
duration. This ensures the actual assistance is felt by the user
immediately after the heel strike. The heel strike (i.e., next
step) is anticipated using (i) average step time calculated in
real time and (ii) knee joint angle measured by the actuator
(angle threshold value at 95% of a gait cycle duration taken
from the literature [1]).
The FSM switches between states using sensor inputs from
heel/toe footswitches and joint (actuator) position angle. At the
start of each trial, participants walk at their preferred speed for
one minute in a zero-torque mode. A moving 10-step window
is used to calculate the average step duration, with steps being
detected using the footswitches. At minute 1, the controller
initiates the assistance and monitors all available triggers (Fig.

2

2). Depending on the triggers’ signal, the controller switches
between the assistive mode during the pre-ST/ST phase and
a zero-torque mode throughout the remainder of a gait cycle
(SW phase). A change in the assistive torque duration between
two consecutive blocks strictly happens during the SW phase
to avoid causing assistive impacts.
C. Testing protocol
The goal of the experimental protocol (Fig. 3.a) was to
investigate human musculoskeletal and energetic adaptations
in the presence of external knee assistance. In this work, the
only assistive parameter changing is the torque duration (as %
of a gait cycle) of a bell-like torque trajectory (Fig. 3.b). This
allows simplifying the analysis by isolating assistive duration
effects from, e.g., assistive torque shape or amplitude.
The testing protocol comprises one session consisting of
Subject Preparation and Gait Analysis parts (Table I). Both
parts took place on the same day. The session always
starts with the Subject Preparation part, which serves as a
preparation for the actual measurements. During this part,
the participants are equipped with surface EMG electrodes
(bipolar, ConMed Corp., NY, USA), a gas measuring system
(MetaMax 3B, Cortex, Germany), and retroreflective markers
(spherical, 14 mm diameter, B&L Engineering, CA, USA), and
their baseline respiratory consumption is measured in standing.
This part takes about 45 minutes.
Gait Analysis is a data collection part (Fig. 3.a), during
which multiple levels of software-controlled assistive torque
duration are tested. To do so in a short time, the Gait Analysis
part is designed in a steady-state cost mapping (SSCM) fashion
[42], a standard in the field [13]. Five assistive torque duration
levels were swept through in a discrete-step manner, with
each condition being applied during a 4-minute block (similar
to [43]) – three minutes to reach metabolic steady-state [44]
and one minute for data averaging. These blocks are divided
between two assistive trials with a 10-minute break in between,
taking about 60 minutes in total. Both trials start and end with
a zero-torque (transparent) mode to allow the controller to set
in and examine learning effects and fatigue (in terms of joint
kinematics and muscle activity). The two trials’ order is the
same, while the assistive torque duration levels across the two
trials are randomized for all participants. The assistance always
starts at the moment of a heel-strike and ends between 18%
(A1) and 34% (A5) of a gait cycle (4% intervals, Fig. 3.b).
The peak torque amplitude is chosen as a fixed percentage of a
person’s weight, thus changing between subjects. In particular,
the 0.05 Nm/kg peak was chosen, as this was the highest
amplitude considered safe and comfortable by participants.
The amplitude was limited by the knee hyperextension coming
from impulse-like assistance during the shortest (A1) duration.
Walking trials took place on a dual-belt instrumented
treadmill (X-Mill, Motek, Netherlands), which measured
ground reaction forces (GRFs) subsequently used in gait
segmentation. The participants walked at their preferred speed,
coming at 3.6±0.3 km/h (1±0.08 m/s) across all. The
preferred speed is an average of two speeds – one self-selected
while treadmill speed was gradually increasing (0→5 km/h),
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Fig. 1. Unilateral knee joint orthosis. a,b) The interface consists of the thigh cuff (black), two shank cuffs (green), and a steel frame. The actuator’s position
relative to the cuffs can be changed to fit people of different heights. The rotational joint design allows [-5◦ ,90◦ ] range of motion. c-e) The orthosis fitted to
one of the participants. The cuffs were tightened to the leg using BOA straps (1) and attached to a commercially available posture corrector brace (2) using
elastic bands (3) to prevent slippage. Each participant was equipped with electromyogram (EMG) electrodes (red and black) and Vicon retroreflective markers
(grey) placed on their legs and interfaces (to measure the relative motion between the two). A tape (green) was used to keep the electrode wiring in place.
Two force-based footswitches (4) were attached underneath the heel and toes to detect the gait phase. The participants wore their own shoes and clothes.
TABLE I
E XPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

Preparation

Activity
- prepare the skin and place EMG electrodes in accordance with the SENIAM guidelines [39]
- walk 2-3 minutes on a treadmill to warm up and determine the self-selected speed
- equip the participant with a gas measuring system; measure baseline respiratory O2 consumption and CO2 production for 5 min (standing)
- place 23 retro-reflective markers on bony prominences [40] and perform static calibration (without orthosis) while standing [41]

Gait Analysis

Part

- walk for 5 minutes at a self-selected walking speed (without orthosis), measure baseline kinematics, muscle activity, and metabolic cost
- fit orthosis to a participant and fix it using BOA straps and body posture corrector with elastic bands
- place seven retro-reflective markers on orthosis and perform static calibration (w/ orthosis) while standing
- walk for a few minutes (as needed) with orthosis in a zero-torque mode and one assistive mode, to get familiar with the system
- perform a 17-minute walking trial (trial 1), starting (ZT1) and ending (PA) with zero-torque mode, and 3 assistive blocks in between (Fig. 3.a)
- after a short break, perform a 13-minute walking trial (trial 2), starting (ZT3) and ending (ZT2) with zero-torque mode, and 2 assistive blocks
in between (Fig. 3.a)

and one while treadmill speed was gradually decreasing (5→2
km/h). The choice to go with preferred [2], [24], [25], as
opposed to fixed [13], [18], [45] walking speed was made to
decouple the effects of an enforced walking speed (the bigger
the difference between fixed and preferred speed, the more the
person’s gait is affected by the enforced speed).

falls within the commonly used sample size [11], [24], [28],
[45], [46]. All participants confirmed to be free of any gaitinterfering impairments, signed an informed consent following
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), and provided
consent to use photos and videos for publication. The ethics
committee of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel University Hospital
approved the study (B.U.N. 143201836843).

D. Participants
Seven healthy young adults with no previous experience
walking with the active knee joint orthosis were recruited (five
males and two females, age 32±7 years, height 1.76±0.09 m,
weight 74±14 kg). All participants did, however, have prior
experience walking and stair climbing wearing passive knee
orthosis. The number of participants is similar to [14], [27] and

E. Metabolic cost
Respiratory O2 consumption and CO2 production were
recorded using an appropriate face mask (Cortex, Germany)
and a gas analysis system (MetaMax 3B, Cortex, Germany)
worn on the chest. The data of the last minute of each 4-minute
block, and the last 30 sec of PA block, are used to calculate
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hs=1

hs=1

pre-ST

SW

- INIT: start the system (person standing on a treadmill)
- start walking
- detect first heel strike (hs=1)
GoTo ST, start HL controller
walk for 1 minute in 0-torque mode
- at minute 1, start assistive mode:
- in ST, monitor heel and toe switch signals hs and ts
IF hs = 0 AND ts = 0 AND (STf = 1 OR saf = 1), GoTo SW
- in SW, monitor time-trigger and position trigger
IF pSTf = 1 OR eaf = 1, GoTo pre-ST
- in pre-ST, monitor heel switch signal hs
IF hs = 1, GoTo ST
- after 4 minutes of one assistance mode, monitor heel switch signal hs
IF state = ST, change assistance mode

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of FSM. The FSM uses heel and toe forcebased footswitches, as well as time-based and position-based triggers to move
between the states. Time-based triggers include the expected time-duration of
the ST phase (STf) and the pre-ST phase (pSTf), defined as % of an average
step duration (% based on the available literature [1]). Position-based triggers
include the knee joint angle indicating the start of the SW phase (saf) and
the upcoming heel strike (eaf). The two angles are pre-defined based on the
knee biomechanics [1]. Since time-based and position-based triggers are not
the main triggers, their average threshold values do not change the outcomes
of the applied control framework. Two signal flows are available: the default
ST → SW → pre-ST → ST (full line) and the alternative ST → SW → ST
(dashed line).

MC using a simplified Brockway formula [47], leaving three
minutes to reach metabolic steady-state [42], [48]. Net MC of
walking is obtained by subtracting the standing MC, measured
at the beginning of the session, from the walking MC.
The reported data, manipulated using custom-written Matlab
scripts, is an average across analysed data of all participants.
All values are normalized by the participant’s body mass.
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Fig. 3. Experimental protocol (example of one participant). a) The two trials
are separated by a short break and start/end with a zero-torque mode (A0, in
yellow). Zero-torque modes serve as follows: ZT1 as a baseline and controller
set-in, ZT2 to examine learning effects and fatigue throughout the session
(vs. ZT1), ZT3 as a controller set-in, and PA (Post-Assistance) to quantify
the participants’ immediate adaptation once assistance is turned off. b) The
assistance profile is a bell-like, symmetric trajectory resembling the biological
knee joint’s weight-supporting torque [1] and always starting at the moment
of heel strike (0% of a gait cycle). Assistive torque durations are fixed across
all subjects, while torque amplitude changes satisfying 0.05 Nm/kg.

F. Gait parameters
Gait data were collected using a 3D motion-capture system
with ten cameras (Vicon Vero 2.2, Vicon Motion Systems,
United Kingdom) placed on the walls of a biomechanics lab.
Each participant was fitted with a total of 30 retro-reflective
markers. Of the 23 placed bilaterally in the pelvic and lowerlimbs segment, twenty were functional markers following
guidelines in [49], while the extra three introduced asymmetry
between the legs to allow auto labelling routine to distinguish
the two (Fig. 1). The remaining seven markers were placed on
the orthosis to measure its relative motion to the human.
The kinematics data were pre-processed in Vicon Nexus 2.6
and filtered using a 4th order zero-lag Butterworth filter with a
6Hz cut-off frequency [1]. All analyses were carried out using
custom-written scripts in Matlab 2018b (Mathworks, USA).
Filtered marker coordinates were used to define right-handed
local orthonormal reference frames for the pelvis and left/right
thigh, shank, and foot [49]. A Cardan XYZ decomposition of
the rotation matrices was used to calculate lower limb joint
angles [49], corresponding to the ISB guidelines [50] of joint
rotations in all three biomechanical planes.
The data were recorded throughout the entire duration of
both trials. However, in post-processing and analysis, only the
last minute of each 4-minute block and the last 30 sec of the

post-assistance (PA) block (minute 16-17 of trial 1, Fig. 3.a)
were used. To segment gait kinematics and spatio-temporal
characteristics data into gait cycles, GRFs available from the
treadmill were used. Once segmented, the data were timenormalized to 0-100% using linear interpolation (heel strike to
subsequent heel strike). The static calibration trial, performed
while standing both with and without the orthosis, was used
as a reference to define neutral joint attitudes and to correct
joint angles during walking trials [49]. The reported data are
an average across analysed data of all participants.
G. Muscle activity
The muscle activity of eight lower limb muscles was
measured using the ME6000 biomonitor (Biomation, Canada).
The surface electrodes were placed in a bipolar configuration,
approx. 20 mm center-to-center distance, and in line with
the muscle fibers [51] over the Vastus Lateralis (VL), Vastus
Medialis (VM), Biceps Femoris (BF), and Gastrocnemius
Medialis (GM) on each leg. Linear envelope detection was
performed using a digital non-causal Finite Impulse Response
(FIR) linear-phase filter (bandpass, stop-band frequencies 10
and 500 Hz, pass-band frequencies 15 and 400 Hz, stop-band
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H. Statistical analysis
All statistics were calculated using an open-source software
JASP v0.9.2 [52]. The analysed data include mean and
peak muscle activity, MC, spatio-temporal gait characteristics
(stride time, length, height, and width, and stance time),
orthotic degrees of freedom (DoFs), and lower limb
kinematics: hip /ankle joint ROM in the sagittal plane, and
knee joint ROM in all three planes; time occurrence of the
peak knee flexion and hip extension; knee joint flexion and
time occurrence of the peak knee flexion during the stance
phase. The analyses were carried out using paired-samples ttest and one-way repeated measures ANOVA (RMANOVA).
The relevant assumptions were inspected and corrected
if needed during each test. When normality was violated,
a Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test or Friedman’s RMANOVA
were used. Confidence levels are set to 99%, leading to
a significance level of α = 0.005. To circumvent welldocumented flaws of using a dichotomous p-based significance
testing [53], [54], the p = 0.01 is set as a significance
threshold, while p < 0.06 is considered borderline significant.
Furthermore, the results are also analysed using the
effect size and confidence intervals where applicable, and
take biological relevance into account during the results’
interpretation (e.g., a difference of 1 degree can be statistically
significant but biologically insignificant if a joint has 90-degree
ROM). The effect size was large if ω 2 > 0.14 (ω 2 used due to
its unbiased nature [55], [56]), and if Cohen’s |d| > 0.8 [56].
III. R ESULTS
A. Metabolic cost
The initial RMANOVA analysis showed that some assistive
modes had a statistically significant effect on changes in the
net MC (p < 0.001) with a large effect size (ω 2 = 0.17).
However, a post-hoc analysis revealed no statistically
significant effects across any pair of the nine conditions (Fig.
4). This is despite the large effect size between NW and all
orthotic conditions and an increase in the net metabolic effort
of walking during assistive conditions (min 23% in A3 and
max 27% in A4 compared to NW). An increase in metabolic

Net metabolic cost during walking

3

2.5

2

net ME [W/kg]

attenuation 80 dB, and 1 ms sampling rate), followed by a fullwave rectification and smoothening using a moving average
algorithm (200 ms window). The envelopes were normalised
to the peak of a one-minute average of the data recorded during
normal walking (NW) trial (i.e., trial without the orthosis).
The final 60 seconds of each block except PA (30 seconds)
were used to compute the peak (pEMG) and mean (mEMG)
muscle activation in each stride. The same gait segmentation
method was used as for the kinematics. To compensate for
manual synchronization between the EMG and kinematic data,
an assumption was made in post-processing that GM’s activity
goes to its minimal value at the time of a toe-off event
[43], [45]. This assumption allowed performing time-based
corrections to the EMG data using participant- and leg-specific
patterns. The reported results are an average across analysed
data of all participants. All the analyses were carried out using
custom-written scripts in Matlab 2018b.
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Fig. 4. Net metabolic cost during walking with the orthosis. The data is an
average across all participants.

cost during zero-torque conditions ZT1, PA, and ZT2 compared
to NW is 18%, 29%, and 28%, respectively.
B. Gait parameters
Assisting the left leg had no effects on the participants’
right (unassisted) leg kinematics, irrespective of the assistive
condition. On the other hand, assistance affected the assisted
leg’s knee (p < 0.001, ω 2 = 0.26) and hip (χ2 = 23.28, p <
0.001) joint’s ROM in the sagittal plane, and knee flexion
(p < 0.001, ω 2 = 0.12) and timing of the peak knee angle
(χ2 = 15.35, p = 0.02) in the stance phase (Fig. 5). All these
parameters except the peak flexion timing show a difference
between NW and all other conditions. Differences across
assistive modes are only pronounced in the timing of the peak
knee stance phase angle, whose shift ranges from a minimum
of 0.5% in A5 to a maximum of 7% gait cycle in ZT1.
For data analysis only, we define the first three gait cycles
of the PA block as C13 sub-block. Fig. 6 compares the hip,
knee, and ankle joint gait trajectories across different blocks,
including C13. Wearing the orthosis affected the hip joint
mostly in the mid-gait (decreased peak extension) and ankle
joint mainly in the late stance/swing phase (decreased peak
plantarflexion and increased dorsiflexion). This can be seen
by comparing red and green trajectories against the black
one. Different can be seen in the knee joint, which was
affected both in the swing (decreased peak flexion) and stance
(decreased ROM and shifted peak flexion timing) phases. The
assistance is able to correct time-offset but not decreased ROM
in the stance phase (green vs. red trajectories).
A comparison of blue and green trajectories in the knee
(Fig. 6.b) demonstrates that - from the joint kinematics point
of view - participants did get affected by and rely on the
provided assistance (peak flexion change of around 70% or 7◦
compared to ZT1; see Appendix A). However, this increase
washes out within about 30 seconds after switching off the
assistance. This can be seen by comparing the knee joint’s
stance kinematics (flexion ROM and peak flexion timing) just
after the assistance (blue trajectory) and during steady-state
zero-torque modes (red trajectories). The fact that the latter
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Fig. 5. Average kinematic parameters during different assistive conditions.
a-b) The assistive conditions affected only the knee and hip joint ROM in the
sagittal plane, albeit without apparent cross-condition differences. c-d) During
the assisted early stance phase, differences exist across assistive conditions in
both the knee joint’s ROM and the timing of its peak flexion occurrence. The
only parameter with significant differences across assistive conditions is the
timing of the knee joint’s peak flexion angle during the stance gait phase.
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muscles’ pEMG. The increase was dependent on the assistive
condition, with a maximum of 16% for GM (ZT1), 12% for
BF (A1), 27% for VL (A3), and 12% for VM (A1) (Fig.
7). Assistance had no statistically significant effects on the
assisted leg’s muscles either, but it led to assistive modedependent responses. In terms of mEMG activity, both VL
and VM increased their average effort (medium effect size,
ω 2 = 0.09 and ω 2 = 0.12, respectively), with a maximum of
20% (VL, A1 and A2) and 15% (VM, A1). Muscle efforts of
BF decreased in all assistive conditions, most significantly in
A1 and A2. In terms of pEMG, assistance affected all muscles,
leading to an increase of maximum/minimum 17% / 9% in GM
(ZT1/A4), 31% / 17% in VL (A4/ZT1), and 29% / 7% in VM
(A1/A3). The only muscle with a decrease was BF, whose peak
reduced by a maximum/minimum of 22% / 7% (A2/A5).
Wearing the orthosis had a similar effect throughout gait on
the assisted leg’s GM and BF across different assistive blocks,
increasing the GM’s activity during the toe-off and decreasing
the BF’s activity in the late swing/early stance phase (Fig. 8).
Switching the assistance off had no significant effects on either
of the two muscles (PA vs. C13). Different can be seen in the
quadriceps muscle group. Wearing the orthosis increased both
pEMG and mEMG activity of VL and VM in all assistive
blocks, including zero-torque, likely due to actuator/interfaceimposed constraints. Switching off the assistance affected both
their pEMG (VM) and total muscle effort (VM and VL),
notably in 20-40% of the gait cycle, demonstrating, from the
muscle activity point of view, that participants did rely on
the assistance. However, unlike joint kinematics, it takes more
than a minute for the effects of switching off the assistance
to wash out, i.e., for the muscles’ perturbation-compensatory
activation to diminish. This is seen by the lack of a complete
overlapping of PA and ZT1 in the muscles (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 6. Average assisted leg joint angles across different assistive conditions
during walking. The conditions displayed are normal walking NW; zero-torque
walking ZT1 (minute 0-4) and PA (minute 16-17); assisted walking A1 and A5;
and C13 (the first three gait cycles of PA). Joints are differently affected by
the orthosis, both in terms of the amplitude and timing of joint trajectories.
The knee joint was affected the most, particularly during the phase when
assistance is provided. A decrease in the joint’s extension angle in the late
stance phase (35-50% of the gait) in both zero-torque and assistive modes is
a consequence of orthotic constraints.

two match (P A ≈ ZT 1) demonstrates convergence from a
perturbation-like change in assistance captured by C13 to
a steady-state zero-torque P A trajectory. A similar washout
effect can be seen in the ankle and hip joints affected in
the mid-stance and late stance gait phases, respectively, which
converged within 30 sec to their baseline trajectory ZT1.
C. Muscle activity
The use of the orthosis did not statistically significantly
affect unassisted leg’s muscle activation, despite increasing the

This study aimed to investigate human musculoskeletal
(joint kinematics and muscle activity) and energetic (MC)
adaptations and motor learning in young, healthy adults in
the presence of unilateral robotic knee joint assistance during
treadmill walking. In particular, the goal was to explore
the importance and implications of changing a knee joint
assistive torque duration. This parameter was shown to play
a significant role when assisting the ankle [11], [15], and hip
[16], [17] joints, but studies analysing its effects when assisting
the knee joint are missing.
A. Metabolic cost
In our study, changing assistive torque duration did not lead
to statistically significant differences in the net MC of walking
despite some mild trends (Fig. 4). Assuming that humans are
sensitive to the knee joint’s assistive torque duration (similar
to the, e.g., ankle [7]), at least two factors contributed to this
sensitivity not being seen in our study. On the one hand, small
knee joint positive mechanical work during walking [1] and
weight-penalty coming from wearing an orthosis [33] led to
an increase in the net MC of walking, irrespective of walking
conditions. The increase is similar to the one measured in
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late swing phase. On the other hand, the quadriceps group muscles (VL and VM) increased their activity in all conditions involving the orthosis, albeit not
to the same degree. In particular, a trend can be seen where both muscles show a decrease in mean EMG activity with an increase in assistance duration and
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On the other hand, the actuator was limited to provide a
relatively low assistance (0.05 Nm/kg vs., e.g., 0.4 Nm/kg in
[22], [27]) due to the knee hyper-extension concerns during
the shortest assistive torque duration. This small assistive
torque was insufficient to overcome the orthotic mass effects,
a dominant factor from a walking energetics point of view. In
other words, low levels of assistance likely resulted in more
effort from the participants trying to adapt and stabilise their
gait in the presence of external ’disturbance’ (dynamics) than
they benefited them in assisting the most demanding part of
the gait cycle [25]. Consequently, the potential importance of
the knee joint’s assistive torque duration on the net MC of
walking could not be demonstrated in our work.

B. Gait parameters
0

20

40

60

gait [%]

Fig. 8. Short-term post-assistance effects on muscles. GM (a) and BF (b)
muscle’s average gait activity is not affected much by switching the assistance
off in minute 17 of trial 1 (C13 vs. PA). On the other hand, VL (c) and VM
(d) are affected as their peak (VM) and total effort (VM and VL) changed
right after the assistance was switched off. VL is also noticeably affected
during the late stance and swing phases, when the actuator’s inertia, not fully
compensated by the controller, constrains participants’ natural knee motion.

[24] and largely comes from the orthotic mass. Namely, we
measured an increase in the net MC of walking by about
15% compared to NW during preliminary experiments with
a passive orthosis (not published).

The locality of the kinematics effects in the presence of
external assistance, independent of the assistive condition,
confirmed the first hypothesis. This is in line with the
kinematic effects of wearing a passive unilateral knee orthosis
[2]. The orthosis did not cause fatigue either, nor did it
introduce short-term (within-session, ZT1 vs. ZT2) motor
learning effects in any analysed DoF except the assisted leg’s
hip joint’s ROM (p < 0.001, d = −1.65). However, as Fig. 5
shows, it did have an assistive mode-dependent effects on gait
parameters of the assisted leg. These include decreasing the
leg’s stride height by a maximum of 8% (26 → 24 cm), hip
joint’s ROM by a maximum of 10% (41.3◦ → 37.3◦ ), and the
knee joint’s ROM by a maximum of 18.5% (67◦ → 56.5◦ ).
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Comparing these results to preliminary tests with passive
orthosis suggests that the changes in the hip joint’s ROM
come from the orthotic mass/articulation, rather than from the
assistance (bilateral orthotic assistance at the knee joint level
also affects leg kinematics only locally [25]). Different can
be seen in the knee joint (Fig. 6.b), whose ROM decreased
while providing assistance for an additional 8◦ (15%) on top
of 2◦ measured during the preliminary tests. This comes from
the lack of full orthotic transparency, i.e., the inability to fully
compensate for orthotic dynamics. This is a common problem
with WRs [57], particularly noticeable during fast motions
such as the knee joint’s swing phase (the actuator’s impedance
and backdriving torque can be found in [35]).
On the other hand, a decrease in the knee joint’s ROM in
the early stance phase (Fig. 5.c and Fig. 6.b) can mainly be
attributed to the actuator’s so-called dead-zone, a workspace
around zero torque where the actuator’s torque output is not
fully accurate [34], [35]. During the early stance phase, the
knee joint’s flexion closely follows that of NW as long as
the assistance is provided to the joint (green vs. dotted black
trajectory, Fig. 6.b). When the assistance is switched off, the
two trajectories diverge, leading to a decrease up to 60% (7◦ )
in the knee joint’s late stance extension. A similar result can
be seen during zero-torque blocks ZT1 and PA (red vs. dotted
black trajectory, Fig. 6.b), where the reduction in the knee
joint’s ROM is accompanied by a shift (delay) in time (up to
7% of the gait cycle, Fig. 5.d).
The only gait parameter with a significant difference across
assistive conditions is the knee joint’s peak flexion timing
during the stance phase (Fig. 5.d). The timing was invariant to
assistance duration in the case of assistive conditions A2, A3,
and A5. The change in timing during assistive condition A1
is due to an impulse-like assistive profile, which also had the
highest negative impact on muscle activity (and was a limiting
factor on the peak assistance). On the other hand, a significant
change in timing during the assistive condition A4, seen in both
assisted and unassisted leg, could likely be explained by the
resonance in the biological and external torque timings. The
peak torque timing of the assistive condition A4 comes at about
15% of the gait cycle, which coincides with the biological peak
torque timing of a typical gait [58].
This suggests that humans tend to keep the timing of their
key stance event invariant to external disturbance/assistance, a
result in line with earlier works on the human-robot interaction
at the knee level. Like our result, Shirota [2] showed that
wearing (passive) knee orthosis reduces the peak knee flexion
in the swing phase but has no effect on the peak flexion timing.
On the other hand, Shamaei [25] demonstrated that humans
regulate their knee joint quasi-stiffness to keep the overall
human-robot quasi-stiffness invariant. Interestingly, Shamaei
et al. showed invariance to hold across a wide but not the
full range of knee joint quasi-stiffness. This is in line with
our results in that both works suggest limitations in the knee
joint’s response to adjust to the external disturbance.
C. Muscle activity
Wearing the orthosis unilaterally increased the unassisted
leg’s VL and VM’s muscle activity by 25% and 10%,
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respectively. The biggest changes were observed during the
shortest assistive conditions (A1 and A2) and irrespective of the
elapsed session time, as demonstrated by the lack of learning
effects or fatigue (ZT1 vs. ZT2). These compensatory muscle
activities suggest a bigger contribution of the unperturbed
leg to gait stabilisation in the presence of unilateral impulselike perturbation. This inter-limb communication on a muscle
activity level that seems to cater to gait stability across
different walking conditions has many implications. One
notable is the ability to induce an impaired leg’s desired
behaviour by deliberately perturbing a healthy one [59].
The assisted leg’s muscles show more complex responses to
assistive conditions. In general, wearing the orthosis increased
muscle activity. This increase is assistance-dependent and
comes from two sources. On the one hand, the orthosis was not
fully transparent, which made the participants back-drive the
motor, increasing the quadriceps activity (e.g., VL’s activity
in the swing phase, Fig. 8). On the other hand, low assistance
amplitude, limited by the participants’ comfort, was not high
enough to overcome orthotic mass and articulation’s inevitable
negative effects. The one muscle that benefited from wearing
the orthosis was BF, whose activity was decreased in the
late swing/early stance phases. The benefits of the assistance
and its varying duration were nevertheless present since all
participants confirmed they felt assisted but had different
preferences in terms of assistance duration.
D. Instantaneous (washout) motor learning effects
The actual effects of assistance were visually observable
during the experiments. When support was switched off in
minute 17 of trial 1 (Fig. 3.a), which participants were warned
about ten seconds before and at the moment of the change, the
knee joint’s early stance flexion ROM increased by about 70%
(C13 vs. PA, Fig. 6.b). A much higher knee flexion amplitude
during C13 sub-block compared to other conditions suggests
that the participants were affected by the assistance. It also
suggests their knee joint did, at least to some extent, adjust to
the support. At the same time, a good match between zerotorque mode trajectories ZT1 and PA suggests that it takes
about 30 seconds for the knee joint kinematics (in the sagittal
plane) to recover from a sudden change in assistive mode. This
is because C13 trajectory converges to an average PA trajectory
within the first 30 seconds after the assistance is switched off.
Such a fast convergence validates the use of 4-minute blocks
with the first three minutes used as an adaptation period.
Similar to the joint kinematics, a sudden loss of assistance
in minute 17 of trial 1 (Fig. 3.a) also affected the assisted leg’s
muscle activity (Fig. 8), resulting in visible changes in both
VM and VL muscles. Compared to ZT1, removing assistance
increased VM’s mEMG by 30% and VL’s mEMG by 19%
in the early stance gait phase, in addition to a time-shift in
VL’s peak activity (7% of the gait cycle to the right) and an
increase in VM’s amplitude (25%). However, muscles needed
more time to stabilise after the change in activity than joints
did. A comparison of muscle activity in ZT1 and PA zerotorque modes with C13 sub-block (Fig. 8) shows that muscles
need more than a minute, albeit seemingly not much more, to
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adjust to a new condition (even when controlling for fatigue
and learning effects).
In other words, alterations to the leg’s main extensor
muscles caused by external assistance are not necessarily
seen in the joint’s kinematics. Between the two, the joint
shows higher levels of damping and resilience to external
perturbations than muscles. This is because the joint motion
is a consequence of active muscle tissue and the workings of
the passive elements, such as ligaments and tendons, which
act as a buffer in absorbing external perturbations.
E. Study limitations
Due to data collection equipment’s incompatibility,
synchronisation of the muscle activity and joint kinematics
data had to be done manually in post-processing. Despite
doing the synchronisation following the literature, this could
have affected the measured joint kinematics and muscle
activity’s exact relative timing. However, small potential
offsets in the two parameters’ temporal profile do not change
the nature of human body adaptations to the external knee
joint assistance captured during the experiments or alter the
conclusions presented in this paper.
A sudden buckle at the knee joint, followed by a recovery
phase, demonstrates that participants did get affected by the
assistance despite being informed about the upcoming change
twice. Arguably, these warnings could have affected results
and minimise the actual changes in the participants’ gait but
were used nevertheless for safety reasons. The results could
have been affected by the protocol design as well, but it is
important to note that no agreement exists in the field on
the right methodology and/or time-duration of the protocol.
On the other hand, the recovery phase captured in this work
demonstrates that four minutes in each condition is sufficient
in terms of joint kinematics and muscle activity to get stable
short-term human adaptation to external assistance.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This study presented insights on the effects that unilateral
robotic assistance provided to the human knee joint has on
healthy young adults’ metabolic cost, muscle effort, and gait
parameters. By exploring the importance and implications
of changing assistive torque duration, this study was a step
towards filling the gap in our understanding of the human
body’s adaptation mechanisms associated with the use of WRs,
which remain an active research area.
The results show for the first time that the human body
adapts its lower limb joint kinematics and muscle activity
differently to external knee assistance. Kinematically, the
effects of unilateral knee joint assistance remain mainly local
to the assisted joint, while muscles spanning the knee joint get
affected on both legs. On the unassisted leg, this seems to be
a balance-related compensatory activation.
Short-term post-assistance effects in terms of joint
kinematics and muscle activity demonstrate that participants
did get affected by the support they were provided. However,
joint kinematics are quicker than muscle activity in recovering
from the removal of the external assistance due to passive
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tissues surrounding the joint, demonstrating different washout
effects on the joint and muscular levels.
Finally, changing assistive torque duration statistically
significantly affected only the timing of the knee joint’s peak
flexion angle during the stance phase. The occurrence of the
changes suggests that limitations exist in the knee joint’s
ability to adjust to the external disturbance.
A PPENDIX A
A video (.mp4) is added to this paper, demonstrating the
short-term post-assistance effects right after the assistance is
switched off.
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